
Coursework Specification  

CSC2026 - Computer Networks – Protocol PAR 
 

Due 20:00, Wednesday 10th May 2017 

 

Maximum mark is 20 

 

Stop and Wait Protocol PAR (Positive Acknowledgement 
Retransmission) 

It is important that you complete and understand the tutorial material before you start 

this coursework. If you have not completed the tutorials, please do so. Also make sure 

that you read the lecture notes and understand the operation of the PAR protocol.  

 

Aim 
 

This coursework gives you the opportunity to develop your skills in developing programs 

for wireless network communication using the nesC programming language. Specifically, 

you are required to demonstrate your understanding and implement the stop and wait PAR 

protocol as described in lecture notes. The following additional resources should help 

you: 

 

http://csl.stanford.edu/~pal/pubs/tinyos-programming-1-0.pdf 

 

http://nescc.sourceforge.net/papers/nesc-ref.pdf 
 

Marking: 
 

 Document that describes your implementation, and shows the required output (see 
below under “Submission”): 2 marks. 

 Producing a program that runs and is capable of sending and receiving messages with 
acknowledgements: 5 marks.  

 Following the tasks listed below carefully, and producing a program that is reliable: 13 
marks. For example, when sending, you should make another copy of the saved data 
before sending as the resent message could be destroyed. 

Coursework Description (please read carefully) 
 

To ensure that everyone starts from a common point, you have been provided with a 

new set of files for the BlinkToRadio application (see Blackboard). The files include a 

configuration called AMSendReceiveC which implements a new interface called 

AMSendReceiveI using implementation AMSendReceiveP. This interface provides a 

send command and receive event to allow radio communication. The semantics of send 

and receive are described in AMSendReceiveP. You need to read and understand the 

semantics. The BlinkToRadioC implementation gives an example of how the send 

command and receive event are used to duplicate the functionality of the last tutorial 

on Mote to PC communication. Note that it is no longer necessary for you to send 

messages to the PC; they are sent automatically by the AMSendReceive 

http://www.ncl.ac.uk/internal/module-catalogue/mof/2012/CSC2013
https://ness.ncl.ac.uk/auth/info/showex.php?instid=1&amp;year=2012&amp;llevel=1&amp;exid=18355&amp;did=24244&amp;depid=16&amp;mode=3&amp;iid=170&amp;menu=10
http://csl.stanford.edu/~pal/pubs/tinyos-programming-1-0.pdf
http://nescc.sourceforge.net/papers/nesc-ref.pdf


implementation. 

 

You may edit BlinkToRadioC.nc or BlinkToRadioAppC.nc but you MUST NOT EDIT 

ANY OTHER FILE. The only exception to this is temporary modification for the 

purposes of testing. For example, you will need to temporarily modify the value of 

AM_BLINKTORADIO from 6 to 99 to force Echo to drop messages. 

 

You may wish to look at AMSendReceiveP.nc for ideas on data constructs and program 

techniques. 

 

Remember that your BlinkToRadioC.nc application is implementing both the 

Sender host and Receiver host in protocol PAR. As such, while event Timer0.fired 

clearly implements the Sender host, event AMSendReceiveI.receive serves two 

functions: 

 

1. (as Receiver host) to receive data messages and return acknowledge messages 

2. (as Sender host) to receive acknowledge messages and inform fired 

 

If you clearly separate these two functions, your application should eventually work 

when communicating with other motes. 

 

The following steps should be followed to a fully-functional application. You are 

recommended to COPY YOUR APPLICATION FREQUENTLY as you must only 

submit a working application to NESS. You should submit BlinkToRadioAppC.nc and 

BlinkToRadioC.nc in a zip file and a Word (or PDF) document. The document should 

show a trace of messages captured from the Terminal (redirect java 

net.tinyos.tools.Listen to a text file, possibly running in the background) and an 

explanation of how your application works. The document must clearly state how far 

you got in the steps below. You will lose marks if you do not follow these instructions. 

 

Protocol PAR in the absence of errors. 

1. Make sure you set AM_BLINKTORADIO to 6 so that Echo does not drop 

messages. 

2. Ignore the message sequence number field for now. 

3. Modify event AMSendReceiveI.receive (as Receiver host) to send an 

acknowledge message each time it receives a data message. 

4. Modify receive (as Sender host) to inform fired when an acknowledge 

message arrives. 

5. Modify event Timer0.fired to wait for the acknowledge message before sending 

the next data message. (hint: use a boolean variable to communicate between 

receive and fired) 

6. Test your application using the java Listen program to verify that 

data and acknowledge messages are sent as expected. 

7. Temporarily comment out the sending of acknowledge messages and 

ensure that Timer0.fired is blocked. 

8. Restore the sending of acknowledge messages. 

9. Modify fired to set the sequence number field alternately to 0/1 for each 

sent data message (see lecture notes on the PAR protocol). 

10. Modify receive (as Receiver host) to set the sequence number field of the ack 

message appropriately. 

11. Modify receive (as Sender host) to use that sequence number when informing 

fired. 

12. Test your application. Listen should show correct field values. 



Protocol PAR in the presence of errors. 
 

1. Make sure you set AM_BLINKTORADIO to 99 so that Echo drops messages. 

2. Test your application by using java Listen. 

3. It should deadlock after the first dropped message. 

4. If it does not, then it is not correct. 

5. DO NOT proceed any further until you have fixed the problem. 

6. Modify fired to save each data message. 

7. Modify fired to resend the saved message if an acknowledge message is not 

received within t milliseconds of being sent. (Hint: you already know how to 

start Timer0 in periodic mode, you may create another timer and start in single-

shot mode) 

8. Experiment with the value of t. 

9. Test your application. Listen should show the resending of data after a timeout. 

 

Submission 
 

Due 20:00, Wednesday 10th May 2017 
 

You should submit (Through NESS) BlinkToRadioAppC.nc and BlinkToRadioC.nc in a 

zip file and a Word (or PDF) document. The document should show a trace of messages 

captured from the Terminal (redirect java net.tinyos.tools.Listen to a text file possibly), 

and an explanation of how your application works (Output should show evidence of 2 

scenarios: a) normal, b) lost data and/or lost ack). The document must clearly state 

how far you got in the steps above. 

 

You may request further clarification from the demonstrators, using the Blackboard 

discussion board, or by email: 
 
Ellis.Solaiman@ncl.ac.uk 
 
rouaa.yassin-kassab@ncl.ac.uk 
 
 
 

mailto:Ellis.Solaiman@ncl.ac.uk
mailto:rouaa.yassin-kassab@ncl.ac.uk

